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Overview

• Comparing lab experiments with experiments 
in population representative Internet survey

• Selection effects
– Students versus broad population

– Nonresponse in Internet survey

• Mode/environment effects
– Lab – lab versus Lab-Internet

– Students in the lab versus young and highly 
educated Internet respondents   



Parameters of Interest & Experiment

• Risk preferences:

– Safe versus risky choices

– Coefficient of risk aversion (curvature)

– Coefficient of loss aversion (kink at zero)

• Nonoptimal decisions

– Inconsistencies

– Error variances

• Experiment: Iterative Multiple Price List Format

– Choices between two lotteries



Main Findings

• Selection matters

– Students make more risky choices

– Students make fewer errors

– But non-response in the Internet survey has no effect

• Mode effects play a minor role

– Similar behavior of students in the lab and young 
highly educated respondents on the Internet

– Similar behavior of students in the lab who get the 
“lab-treatment” or the “Internet treatment”   



Content

• Design of the experiments

• Comparing lab and Internet results:

– Descriptive statistics

– Structural model

• Selection into the Internet experiment

• Conclusions



Experiment

• Iterated Multiple Price List format 
(Binswanger, AJAE 1980; Holt and Laury, AER 
2002)

• Seven ``Payoff configurations” with sets of 
choices between two lotteries (with two 
outcomes) that only differ in P(high payoff)

• For each payoff configuration, 4 or 8 questions 
(with different probabilities P(high payoff)  









CentERpanel

• Random sample of the Dutch population ages 
16 and older

• Sampling weights to correct for selective 
participation in the ongoing panel

• 2299 participants logged in for the experiment

• 291 decided not to participate

• 80 dropped out after having started

• 138 “speeded through” the experiment



Laboratory Experiment

• 178 students in 16 sessions

• Lab-lab treatment with experimenter and 
without help screens

• Lab-Internet treatment without experimenter 
and with help screens (mimicking the Internet 
experiment)

• Hypothetical treatment with show up fee 
(which is not given in Internet experiment)

• Low incentive treatment and high incentive 
treatment as in Internet experiment 



Violations of Dominance or Monotonicity (%)







Structural Model
(simplified version of Gaudecker et al., forthcoming)

Utility function with risk aversion (CARA) and 
loss aversion:



Fechner errors (iid logistic) on the difference 
between certainty equivalents (CE)…..



… and “trembling hand” errors, so 
that likelihood contributions are:



Three random coefficients: 



Estimation Results



Cumulative density of risk aversion 
parameter γ



Cumulative density loss aversion 
parameter λ



Cumulative density trembling hand 
parameter ω



Self-selection into the Internet 
Experiment: Three Steps

1. Dutch adults are contacted at random and 
participate in the CentERpanel or not

→ Sample weights

2. CentERpanel participants learn about the 
nature of the experiment and then decide to 
participate or not

→ Multinomial logit (& sample weights)

3. Some participants drop out or speed 
through 

→ Multinomial logit (& sample weights)



Multinomial logit model for steps 2 and 3: part I



Multinomial Logit Results, Continued









Conclusions

• Selection matters

– Students make more risky choices

– Students make fewer errors

– But non-response in the Internet survey has no effect

• Mode effects play a minor role

– Similar behavior of students in the lab and young 
highly educated respondents on the Internet

– Similar behavior of students in the lab who get the 
“lab-treatment” or the “Internet treatment”

All these results suggest that experiments in a 
representative Internet panel (based upon a 
probability sample) solve the selection problem 


